


Introduction

In 2020, when the society was transformed by the coronavirus, the DeFi

market grew significantly, and in 2021, the NFT market grew 

significantly. Until the blockchain market grew, it was generally accepted 

that it was a classic bank deposit to get interest rates. However, with the 

birth of DeFi, which does not have a central administrator, it is now 

possible to easily access a platform that earns annual interest by 

depositing it in the pool. As for NFTs, art, which was rarely touched 

without visiting museums or buying paintings, has been digitized, and 

anyone can access the digital ownership market via the Internet. In 2021, 

GameFi represented by Axie Infinity became popular, and more and more 

people are enjoying the game with Play To Earn. What they all have in 

common is that they provide people with fun and monetization 

opportunities through blockchain services. At CaribMars, we will provide 

various contents and entertainment with the keywords of Mars and the 

universe, which human beings may terraform.

The CaribMarsX token issued by Caribmars.finance is planned to be used 

on MASA (MArs NFT Shopping Application), NFT platform, BinaryOption, 

GameFi, but it is designed to make it easier for users to get rewards. 

Smart staking is possible just by holding. Also, with DEX, users can farm 

very easily and earn annual interest by depositing in the pool. This DEX 

provides NFTF service, and it is possible to connect people who want to 

borrow money and people who want to lend money with NFT as collateral.

The purpose of Caribmars.finance is to increase utilities through 

blockchain services such as NFT, GameFi, and DeFi, with space and 

blockchain as keywords. We are planning to release various services so 

that users can enjoy services such as GameFi, farming, GameFi, and 

binary options.



Space Entertainment

It is quite conceivable to migrate to other stars around the Earth to 

expand the area of human activity. In recent years, there is a big idea to 

transform one planet into an environment like the earth. This is called 

terraforming, and it is about making the stars an environment similar to 

the earth. The best candidate for a terraforming star is Mars.

Even if we start terraforming on Mars, it is expected to take hundreds of 

years.

The mission that Caribmars.finance carries out is very simple. The first is 

to mars beyond the moon. mars is a star farther than the moon, a star 

that humanity may one day be able to live in. It is to open the universe 

with the power of technology. The second is to provide society with 

various monetization opportunities, and even if the corona is settled and 

society is normalized, caribmars.finance will provide people with 

opportunities through the blockchain. As a symbol of this, caribmars

offers a trip to Mars through MASA (MArs NFT Shopping Application). 

The world of Caribmars will expand further through the keywords of 

Mars and the universe, which are full of unknowns.



Journey to Mars

MASA is the project code name for the MARS NFT Shopping Application. 

Mankind's journey into space has already begun.The journey to Mars 

began with your expectations and interests.While traveling to Mars, you 

can browse CaribMars NFT products and users can also showcase their 

NFT products.Currently, MASA is developing various preferential 

services for daily GameFi and store management where users can play 

against each other.In the future, we will strive to realize a more diverse 

and unique virtual environment through the updated version, and you can 

get information by clicking the products in the store. In the next edition, 

we will use augmented reality to run various services in our online store 

and expand the world of the Metaverse.



MASAVERSE

The updated MASA also allows users to build their own buildings. It will 

also be possible to discover other users in this space. NFT products can 

be bought and sold here, and users can gather in this space at the same 

time to hold events. In the Masaverse world, people act like the real 

world, offering a journey to Mars and space.



NFT
The caribmars NFT marketplace, caribsea.io, is designed for services that 

can be listed by third parties, such as rarible and opensea, and is 

equipped with an NFT box that allows you to participate in NFT as if you 

were playing a game. You can also stake caribmarsx tokens. You can also 

buy and sell items traded on MASA at caribsea.io.

Caribsea.io can also sell social media content and love. NFTs that link 

real art, antique coins, watches, and other physical assets, digital art of 

artists, and trash can be converted into art to create an eco-friendly and 

clean system. We are planning various initiatives while linking to the real 

world, such as converting the stock of a venture company that has 

technology but has not yet gone public to NFT.

Caribsea.io is a multi-chain platform that supports Ethereum and binance

smart chain. We plan to increase the number of compatible chains in the 

future.



NFT Feature
1. BEP721

This is a smart contract for NFT tokens, which includes key NFT features, 

stake features, and sales commission recipient registration and setup 

commission rate features. This allows you to set multiple sales 

commission recipients and set a set commission rate for each recipient. 

This is an effective function when there are multiple owners.

2.BEP721TransferProxy

This is a smart contract for controlling deployed NFT tokens.

3. Replacement

A smart contract for exchange services. This smart contract includes the 

ability to exchange between BNB and NFT tokens. And staking function 

and fee distribution function.

4. Governance token

This is a smart contract for governance tokens. This includes the default 

governance token function, voting function, NFT staking function, 

reflection reward, and liquidity function.



DeFi
caribswap.finance is an automated liquidity acquisition yield farm and 

AMM decentralized exchange that runs on Binance Smart Chain. With 

many unique and creative features, you can make money by farming with 

caribbear tokens.

Adopting an anti-whale function that prevents price collapse and a 

deflation model that automatically burns 0.5% from transactions, forms a 

stable price formation model for market making at the same time as high 

APY, through the Data Processing License In addition to lottery, we will 

prepare various contents such as binary options and games.



DeFi Feature

Major features
・ Automatic burn
Each CARIB transfer is subject to a 2% transfer tax. Of this, 1% of the 
transfer tax will be burned immediately. The entire process is automatic 
and is a feature that prevents price crashes.

・ Harvest lockup
Harvest lockup is a unique reward lockup mechanism used to limit the 
frequency of harvests. It is designed to prevent agricultural arbitrage 
bots from constantly harvesting and dumping.

・ Anti-whale
Transfers exceeding 3% of the total supply will be rejected. This ratio 
decreases as the total supply increases.

・ Redistribution of deposit fees
When a user places a bet on CaribSwap, a deposit fee will be charged.

・ Introduction program
A referral program on the chain has been implemented to encourage 
users to invite their friends to farming. Invitees can earn 1% of their 
friends' income forever.

・ Time lock
A time lock has been added at startup.

・ Lottery
Users can use the CARIBBEAR token to join the lottery.

・ Pool launch
A blockchain project or organization can launch a project and stake 
CARIBBEAR tokens to receive the project's tokens.



NFTFi

CaribMars is developing NFTFi functionality. It is possible to lend or 

borrow virtual currency with NFTs available on Caribsea.io or MASA, 

NFTs purchased on other platforms such as Rarible and Opensea as 

collateral. Experience the free NFT financial markets.



Data processing license 
issued in Costa Rica

caribmars.finance holds a data processing license in Costa Rica, 

located in Central America, through its partner Prestigeous games 

S.A. Costa Rica has a high level of education, a high level of 

modern service, social and political stability, and with this data 

processing license, casinos, eSports, poker, sports betting, lottery, 

bingo, horse racing, bitcoins, We can legally offer any form of 

online gambling, including fantasy sports, agility games and other 

gaming activities.

Currently, caribmars.finance offers binary options services that can 

also be played on caribmars and carib, but we are planning to add 

services from the above fields in the future.

【Caribinary Option】



CaribMarsX Token

Token name: CaribMarsX

Total number of issues: 1,000,000,000,000

Contract address 0x530fea77c0857ea3d1354d3569d819438272426b:

Decimal: 9

CARIBMARS is a token intended for use in the NFT Marketplace. It is 

also available in games and binary options. Fees are planned to decrease 

as the platform grows.

1. Smart staking

1% of the transaction will be burned and 1% will be distributed to 

CaribMarsX holders. In other words, holding CaribMarsX increases the 

value of the token and allows the owner to stake the token fee.

2. Deflation

CaribMarsX tokens are subject to a 5% tax per transaction. The more 

CaribMarsX is traded, the more tokens will be burned and the more 

valuable the tokens will be. To increase transactions, Carib Mars is 

increasing its services.



CARIBBEAR Token

Token name: CARIBBEAR

CARIBBEAR token is a token intended for use in DEX. It will be 

airdropped to the $ CARIBMARS holder. Fees are planned to decrease as 

the platform grows.

--Remittance fee: 2%

1% burn

1% liquidity added

--Sale commission: 5%

2.5% burn

2.5% liquidity remove

Maximum transfer fee: 0.5% of total issuance

--With buyback function



CARIBBEAR Burning

🔥🔥🔥🔥 Treasury / DEX buyback 🔥🔥🔥🔥

Caribmars.finance repurchases in various ways to prove its commitment 

to the project. He charges a 0.3% fee for every swap (all DEX standards) 

and his 0.05% of each transaction is passed to his Carib Swap Treasury. 

For the first three months, 100% of Caribswap Treasury will be used to 

buy back and burn $ CARIBBEAR.

🔥🔥🔥🔥 Gamified Burning 🔥🔥🔥🔥

Dear Carib, caribmars.finance has lots of fun games and platforms such 

as Cali Binary Options, Games and Lottery. From these revenues, the 

entire caribmars.finance community will benefit from Burn.

🔥🔥🔥🔥 Buy back with deposit and trading fees 🔥🔥🔥🔥

Currently, caribswap offers a staking pool. Fees vary for each pool, but a 

deposit fee to the staking pool will be used for repurchase. In addition, 

when caribswap launches its own DEX, this trading fee will also be used 

for repurchase.



Big Roadmap
To Mars

2021 Q2

・ The project has started, and product development 

has started for the release of DEX, NFT, games, and 

binary options. Audit started with Certik. Started 

marketing. Listing of Caribmars tokens. Partnership 

with Prestigeous games S.A., a company that holds a 

data processing license in Costa Rica.

2021 Q3

2021Q2 products will be released one after another. 

Product development start and alpha version release 

of MASA (MArs Shopping Application). Added game 

content etc. for the beta version. In addition, the 

release of a decentralized exchange and the start of 

development of NFTFi. Released beta version of NFT 

Marketplace.

2021 Q4 

Started listing on central exchanges. Start of 

partnership with other projects and companies. 

MASA updates such as user-to-user play and NFT 

marketplace to strengthen the metaverse. Beta 

release of other chart system and launchpad.

2022 Q1

Release the next hot product and start full-scale 

operation toward Mars. Then, we will gather the 

organizations or projects we want to support in the 

community and realize human peace together with 

the carib community.


